ILLUMINATEYOUFITNESS.COM

FIND YOUR SHINE

IYF Gear Guide
Enhance your workout and space.

ZYIA Rep
Active Lifestyle
Brand - shop the full
catalog here.

Building Your Practice
From the basics to the upgrades, let us help you find products*
to convert your workout area into a comfortable, efficient, and
inviting space. Then take it up a level with gear, wellness items,
and active wear - you’ll be covered both inside and out.

Booty Kicker
Practice anywhere
with this portable
barre - shop here.

*Our picks include affiliate links - meaning we may receive a referral fee when you shop with us. We appreciate your support.
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EQUIPMENT

STUDIO/SPACE

ACCESSORIES

Mat, socks, ball,
weights, straps, bands,
blocks, apparel.

Barres, decor, flooring,
audio and video
equipment.

Wellness products,
towels, cleaner,
vitamins, supplements.
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Simplinano
Daily Wellness CBD
Cream - learn more
about it here.
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Barre Anywhere
Getting to a studio is not always
practical - create your own space.
If there’s one good thing to come from 2020 - it’s
that we’ve seen how technology can help bring
value to working out anywhere.
At IYF, we offer online live barre classes with realtime instruction and feedback at a location that
works for you. However, finding a class space that
is comfy and fun can be challenging. We
understand - creating our own space didn’t come
without some compromise. What would typically
be a bedroom - has been transformed into a
workout space in our home.

Equipment - mat, sticky socks, ball, weights,
straps, bands, blocks, and active apparel.

“Even as a Zoom class, we are getting a full
workout.” - Karen W.

Whether you’re dedicating an area or looking to
mix-up your environment - we wanted to share
some of the gear that can enable your ‘barre where
you are’ practice. It’s important to note you don’t
‘need’ these items for IYF barre - they can just take
your practice to the next level.

Studio/Space - Portable and mounted barres, peel
and stick wall decor, foam flooring, webcam,
speakers, and other audio/video equipment.
Accessories - Daily Wellness CBD Cream, towels,
cleaner, hydration, and vitamins/supplements.

When you shop gear* with us, the offerings have
been broken down into three categories:

*Our picks include affiliate links - meaning we may receive a referral fee when
you shop with us. We appreciate your support.

IYF BARRE
Designed to sculpt and strengthen muscles, while also increasing
flexibility and balance. While they are challenging, the classes are
ideal for those just starting a fitness routine and are also a great
complement to other activities such as high-intensity training, biking,
running, hiking, and swimming.
Our sessions are limited in size - this personalization enables feedback
to help find your individual challenge. Each workout is different designed to help you achieve a strong mind and body balance. Learn
more about IYF Barre and check out our pricing.
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